
Evolution: 

mon:   review homework   10.1/10.2   

             HW:  prepare questions at end 11-15 +  chart the scientific theories  of:  Buffon/ Erasmus Darwin/ 

Lemarck/ Malthus/Charles Darwin 

tues:  review homework on theories 

           HW:  10.3/10.4  all questions + pg. 323 pg ---15-23 

wed:  review vocabulary and homework 

          HW:  10.5 all questions   +  pg.324   24-31- 

 1) what are the 5 scientific methods used to discuss Evolution-Explain  

 2) what 4 factors MUST be present for Natural selection to occur-Explain 

thurs:  review homework and questions 

        HW:  prepare for quiz 

  fri:   Quiz 10.1-10.5   

       Hw 11.1/11.2 prepare questions at end  13-17 

 

 

mon:  11.3/11.4   all questions +   18-25 and ---- 

            1)  describe the 5 factors that MUST be present to maintain Hardy Weinberg equilibrium 

            2)  Are these conditions common in nature? What did Hardy Weinberg actually think pg 343-- 

            3) what are the 5 factors that can lead to evolution of populations?---Explain each 

 Tues:  11.5/11.6--- 

             1) what are the 4 patterns that lead to speciation (developing new species)--Explain each 

             2) What is the 1 COMMON theme among all 4   

  p347  3) Why are mutations and genetic drift, which are methods of evolution, considered random? 

             4) why is natural selection NOT random?  Explain this through the 3 types of natural selection. 

 last paragraph on pg 347 will help 

             5) what are the 4 patterns (types) of evolution ---Explain and give an example of each 

Wed:  26-37 and pg. 357 

thurs:   quiz  11.1-11.6 

hw:  12.1/12.2  13-16  

             1) what is the importance of index fossils for geologic dating 

             2) what is important about  precambian era . Know 1 important fact about each period 

             3) what is the importance of Periods in the geologic time scale  

fri:  12.3/12.4  17-22 and 24-27 

              1) what are the 4 major hypotheses regarding the development of organic molecules--Explain 

              2) what is the importance of RNA as the 1st genetic material  (remember protein synthesis and 

the requirements of the promoter and operator)---Explain this 

              3) pg 371 last paragraph discusses fewer mutations in RNA replication for the RNA that made 

double stranded copies of themselves.  Why could this happen? 

 

mon:   12.5/12.6  #23 and 28-32 and 34  / all questions on  page 389 

tues:   Quiz 12.1-12.6   Prepare for test 

wed:   Prepare for test 

thurs:   Test Evolution chapters 10/11/12 divided into 2 sections Thurs and Friday 

Friday;  Remainder of Evolution test 

 

Friday Homework:   13.1/13.2   Page 401 Quadrats and Population size and pg. 423  10-13 



 

               

                     


